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ABSTRACT

A V-shape Bio-Transfer-Standard (V-BTS), developed and produced at the University of Helsinki (UH), was measured in
two laboratories. In comparison to Siemens Star calibration specimens, the V-BTS performs better at high lateral
frequencies close to the diffraction limit of the optical instrument. This permits determining of the Instrument Transfer
Function (ITF). The V-BTS features two lipid bilayer steps that partly overlap each other at an angle of 20°, with an
average height of 4.6 ± 0.1 nm. The Round Robin (RR) test aims to determine whether the V-BTS and the developed
application protocol work with different optical profilers in different laboratories. First the artefact was measured at
Sensofar-Tech, S.L. using an S-neox profiler working in Phase Shifting Interferometry mode. Then V-BTS was measured
at UH using a custom-built Scanning White Light Interferometer. All measurements done by four different operators at
the two laboratories have a range or standard deviation of ±0.1 nm which agrees with the theoretical estimates and with
measurements done using an atomic force microscope and with a surface plasmon resonance based instrument. The RR
results show the applicability of the V-BTS for calibration and for ITF characterization of 3D optical profilers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Bio-imaging, especially label-free bio-imaging, is globally large and is rapidly growing both academically and
commercially. The main trends are 3D imaging, super-resolution imaging (Nobel Prize 2013), high-throughput imaging
(currently hundreds of samples per microscope per day), label-free imaging (no fluorophores or stains), fresh-sample
imaging (little or no sample preparation), and quantitative (metrologically traceable) imaging. For the last one there is a
need for a soft transfer standard. Without traceability, measurement results are not repeatable and cannot be compared
across laboratories, or even compared to results from the same laboratory obtained at different times or with different
instruments. The high resolution and good repeatability of modern microscopes may give an illusion of high accuracy.
Frequent calibration, instrument stability, and high resolution are all needed to have reliable and accurate measurements.

Today, measurement instruments are classified as contact and non-contact techniques. Most of the non-contact instruments
provide areal measurements, but they are calibrated following the well-established procedures described in old ISO
normatives for contact instruments, for instance measuring step height specimens and interpreting the results
unidimensionally [1]. Nevertheless, different methods are nowadays being proposed to be able to characterize 3D profilers
by means of areal 3D measurements [2-4]. This topic is currently under discussion in the context of the ISO 25178-700
[5].

ISO 25178 part 700 also discusses how the spatial resolving power of optical instruments can be described with the
Instrument Transfer Function (ITF). The ITF of a topography measurement instrument is the equivalent of the optical
transfer function (OTF) for a conventional microscope. The available vertical calibration specimens are made on hard
substrates, such as metal, glass or silicon. Most of these calibration standards are above 1 µm step height, and only some
of them have less than 50 nm height. There have been several attempts to manufacture a commercial step height standard
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with less than 10 nm height. For lateral resolution calibration, different specimens are used, such a star target. However, a
2D calibration specimen is not enough to characterize the lateral resolution for metrological purposes [6].

In this paper, we propose a V-shape Bio-Transfer-Standard (BTS) that was developed and produced at the University of
Helsinki (UH), Finland. To study the performance of the BTS a Round Robin test was performed. First the artefact was
measured at Sensofar-Tech, S.L. using an S-neox working either in Phase Shifting Interferometry mode [7] or in Imaging
Confocal Microscopy mode [8]. Then the BTS was measured at UH using a custom-built Coherence Scanning
Interferometer [9]. Finally, the measurements were contrasted with an Atomic Force Microscope at the MIKES Metrology
center of the VTT of Finland.

2. METHODS
All metrological applications rely on a calibration standard: a sample with known dimensions. The standard permits the
measuring system (instrument) to be calibrated and its accuracy to be verified. To be scientifically valid, the material and
dimensions of the transfer standard (TS) should closely match the properties of the actual sample that the system measures.
Current transfer standards are made of metal, silicon, and other hard and technically oriented materials. The refractive
index and surface roughness of such standards are very different from those of bio-samples and therefore do not offer a
valid calibration for applications in the field of bio-imaging.

2.1 Calibration by measurement standards

Among the nine ISO specification standards regarding the measurement and characterization of surface profile, step height
measurement follows the ISO 5436-1 method. The procedure is described for step height groove types, with a precisely
localized step and two side locations for height referencing. The ISO procedure states to measure the width of the step (W)
and avoid 1/3 of the width to remove any effect of the step height walls (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Step height measurement procedure described in the ISO 5436-1.

A single step height standard containing only one traceable height value is useful to calibrate the amplification coefficient
of the instrument scanner, responsible at the end of the accuracy of the measurement. Successive measurements close to
the calibrated value will have traceability, but this will not ensure that heights above or below the calibrated one will keep
good accuracy. To ensure that, a set of several step height standards covering the desired height ranges wanted to be
measured are needed for the calibration of the amplification coefficient and linearity.

The above method is currently used on 3D measuring instruments, but it does not use the benefit of areal information, but
only 2D information on a cross profile. In the new ISO 25178-700 plan for surface texture standards, profile standards will
develop into a sub-set of areal standards. Currently the ISO TC213 WG 16 is working on a draft of the ISO 25178-700 to
describe the calibration specimens that will be intended to use for said calibration of the amplification coefficient and
linearity.

2.2 Instrument Transfer Function (ITF)

The lateral resolution is the smallest distance between two features which can be detected. In an imaging system it is
relatively simple to determine using a one-dimensional grating or ruler and give a numerical value according, for instance,



to the Rayleigh criterion. Nevertheless, defining the resolution of a topography measuring instrument is not as
straightforward. According to the ISO 25178-600, the “topographical spatial resolution” is the ability to distinguish closely
spaced surface features. A practical test for defining the topographical spatial resolution is to determine the lateral period
limit (spatial period of a sinusoidal profile at which the height response of an instrument falls to 50%) of a 3D profiler
through the Instrument Transfer Function, obtained from the measurement of a step-height.

As stated in the introduction, the ITF of a topography measuring instrument corresponds to the Optical Transfer Function
(OTF) of a conventional microscope, assuming spatially coherent illumination. The OTF can be obtained from the inverse
Fourier transform of the point spread function (PSF), which describes de response of an imaging system to a point source
or point object. The PSF can be also understood as the impulse response of a focused optical system, and will contain the
information of the resolution of the instrument. Determining the OTF has some difficulties, such as the necessity of
measuring an infinitely small point and read the phase data, which is not always available for the average user in
commercial instruments.

The equivalent of the OTF for topography measuring instruments is the ITF, which describes how the instrument would
respond to an object surface having a specific spatial frequency. All the surfaces have a finite spatial frequency bandwidth,
and a surface topography instrument has a finite spatial frequency response. Therefore, the ITF would depict the measured
amplitude of every sinusoidal frequency on a surface, according to their bandwidth.

Several approaches have been followed to determine the ITF of an instrument. For instance, by the use of one-dimensional
gratings, sinusoidal artifacts, or a 3D star (Siemens star) pattern, being this latter commercially available from NPL
(National Physics Laboratory, UK) with heights down to 50 nm and lateral size from 0.2 µm to 6 µm. The lateral period
limit from the star can be obtained by extracting circular profiles concentric to the center of the star or by subtracting
profiles extracted from the bottom and top petals of the star (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Star artefact measured with confocal technique, using 100X 0.9NA objective. (a) 3D measurement, (b) profile at the
top of one petal (red), (c) profile at the bottom of one petal (blue), (d) former two profiles subtracted

The most relevant region of the star pattern is the central part, where the frequencies are higher. However, this is the most
complex part to manufacture, as shown in the zoom view in Figure 3. Moreover, the selection of the two profiles is user
dependant, and the superposition between them before the subtraction as well. Besides, in the topography is also shown
that the surface has a certain waviness, adding an additional error to the measurement.














